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Editors Note -Boitumelo Mogotlane

Hello everyone!!! I greet you all in the name
of Youth Development!!
This month we are relaunching the
Electronic newsletter, which will be
published every two months on our online
platforms. The primary objective of this
News Bulletin is to document all the
activities and programmes that occur
within the SAAYC sphere.
In the past months a lot transpired, It has
been a bumpy ride but as an organisation
we managed to pull through.
The year 2017 marked 80 years for SAAYCs existence, yes you heard right!!
We have been in the youth development game for quite some time. SAAYC has always
been the driver of the community shaper from developing young people and ensuring that
young people’s dreams come true.
Still on the topic of 80 years in the game, in this issue we will be highlighting the prestigious
80th Celebration that took place in late November last year.
The camp was also a highlight for SAAYC members and the SAAYC team, expect an exciting
pictorial that highlights what went down in the Province of the Western Cape.
Please connect with us on our social media pages on what you would you like to see
featured. To see covered in the Newsletter we definitely love to hear your thoughts !!!
Thank you!!! See you in our next edition
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THE JOUNERY
CONTINUES
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I compare my journey with SAAYC to the life stages of a butterfly
🦋Once I was just an egg, I did not understand the importance of
community work because I was clueless and had no information.
All I saw were people who had nothing better to do and passed
time with something they do not even benefit from,I was reluctant
and sceptical but in 2012 I joined The Unlimited Youth Club and
my whole world changed.

🦋I grew into a caterpillar and understood that community work
is not what you get but what you feel. I got contentment and felt
proud of the change I was able to bring to people's lives. I could
no longer stop and I kept going on and on. I was given a position
at the club and was cluesless on where to begin. I made so many mistakes and felt I had no
direction and not destined to lead.Everything got too much for me to handle and I was
ready to throw in the towel until I was introduced to SAAYC.
🦋 When I got into my pupa stage, I grew mentally. My leadership skills were sharpened,I
attended various workshops,conferences,meetings and trainings. My life as a volunteer and
leader changed for the better. Things started to look up, I was more informed and daring to
grab on opportunities.
🦋I emerged as an adult. Under my leadership, the club was on the top 5 of the dreamers
awards in 2014, received awards and recognition in community festivals, got the Tswelo
Grant and was able to keep more than 40 children off the streets after school and helped
them to discover their talents. I was also able to find my writing talent, I wrote scripts for the
club and write short stories for leisure purposes.

🦋As a grown butterfly I opened up my own Non-Profit Organisation called Lesedi
Ke Lethabo Foundation which's focal point is on making learning more fun in
productive and creative ways, furthermore diminishing learner's absenteeism and
failure because of insufficient or of study aids. I have helped close to 100 youngsters
through donations, special projects and improving their academical performance.
🦋I am able to organise, lead and execute plans and all thanks to SAAYC for
allowing me to flourish, spread my wings and fly. If I had not been introduced to
SAAYC I would have probably suffocated and not achieved anything I have
achieved but I kept my head high and strived for betterment in my community. The
journey continues.
Thank you for being there whenever I need you in terms of advice and support
Mr Komako and being part of my journey -By Nthabiseng Motshweneng Free State
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80 th Celebration
The Southern African Association of Youth
Clubs (SAAYC) is
turned 80 in 2017
Since its inception
in 1937, SAAYC has
been dynamically
involved
in
capacitating and
transforming
the
lives
of
young
people in the SADC
Region. Because of the existence and
involvement of so many pioneers, SAAYC
has rigorously developed and transformed
into a greater foundation; changing of
government policies, from apartheid to the
present democratic regime, envisioned at
primarily serving and empowering young
people.

Multipurpose Resource Centre was to take
it back home and celebrate SAAYCs
milestone at one of the first and oldest
centre that was established
The Tshepo Themba Multipurpose Resource
Centre was officially opened in 1997 and
has

since

become an
integral part
of the local
community.
The

centre

is based in
Ekurhuleni Region of Gauteng and offers a
variety

of

youth

and

community

In spirit of celebrating our 80 years of
existence- more matured, wiser and
experienced. We were gratified to see so
many young and old people (members
and non-members) in the form of many
successes, who came in extended
numbers to celebrate this milestone
withus. We are proud of our
footprint in the Southern African youth
arena.
On the 25th November 2017 the 80th
celebration was
hosted at the ever
development programmes and servi
so famous Tshepo
Themba
In honour and celebrating our milestone,
Multipurpose
the event a great success, which included
Resource Centre.
snippets of the lifespan of SAAYC
The purpose of
addressed by
celebrating at the
Tshepo Themba
pioneers of SAAYC- Mr. Alroy Trout, Mr. Lwazi Mboyi, and Mr. Jeff Mkhwanazi; a showcase of
impact by Happy Qaba; keynote address by Panyaza Lesufi; messages of support by Fulu
Mugovhani and Yvonne Manhovo (Hopes and Home for Children); entertainment by Ghetto
Revolution, Blaq Motives, Amageza, Eugin Nxumalo, Etwatwa Kyokushin, current and potential
partners from the Youth Sector for exhibitions and light refreshments.

To honour SAAYCs footprint we also invited local partners, old and current partners, old staff
members, beneficiaries, members and people who played a pivotal role within SAAYCs
journey.
The people who were present at the event were 13 Exhibitors 16 Stakeholders 20 Staff members
725 delegates which included adults and kids (members, beneficiaries, old staff members and
the community ) that amounts to a total of 772 people who attended the 80 the Celebration

Mr. Jeff Mkhwanazi (since 2013) who is our current Executive Director gave a
rendition of SAAYCs history ever since its inception. SAAYC was established in
the year 1937, as a Girls and Boys Club Organisation- beneficiaries
predominantly white; which focused on ensuring young people are kept
engaged in positive and healthy activities, in an organised manner, hence
the creation of various of youth clubs
Mr. Panyaza Lesufi (Gauteng Education MEC) was the Guest of Honour for
the day, he also took to stage to give a keynote address for the guests who
attended the 80th celebration. Mr. Lesufi highlighted that he was thrilled that
part of SAAYCs mission is to integrate all services that assist and support the
needs of young people.

Ms. Fulu Mugovhani (Mzansi Magic Actor) gave a message of support to
all the young people who were present.Ms. Fulu took the centre stage
and gave words of encouragement to our young

4people Ms. Fulu

applauded SAAYC on such an excellent initiative that the organisation is
doing, and she also mentioned how impressed she is to see the growth
and talent of SAAYCs beneficiaries
Mr. Lwazi Mboyi (since 2010) who is our current Chairperson of the Board, gave
an opening remark to the celebration. In his speech, he alluded to the greatest
honour of celebrating SAAYCs 80th anniversary this year, having established in
1937. As SAAYCs strength has consistently lied in its ability to attract various clubs
of young people across the country and these have formed the core of the
membership of this organisation. Ever since its inception, a significant.
Celebrating our 80th birthday this past year has not only been an honour to the
organisation but to many others; young and old citizens/ members of SAAYC, current and
potential partners. We feel privileged and honoured to have had people coming in numbers
to share this prestigious moment with SAAYC, and to add more highlights to the footprint.

NATIONAL CAMP 2017
The National Camp took place in last year 2017 from the 4th till 7th December 2017 .
After not having membership camp in 2016, the camp was back last year in 2017 on 4
December till the 7th of December 2017.This camp was a first of its kind as it was merged with
the Soul City Institute.
SAAYC was in partnership with Soul City Institute, this Partnership was a very exciting as a
partnership like this has never occurred in the History of SAAYC.
With this camp Campers/Members and Staff were flown out to the Western Cape.
For some members it was their first-time on flight, it was an experience and half one of them
said
The National Camp took place in Okkie Jooste, Stellenbosch, Western Cape
The camp included its interactive workshops speakers from various organizations.
The SAAYC Team and Soul City Team worked immensely
to make this camp memorable and smooth ride to the
campers. Facilitators who were at the in famous Okkie
Jooste camp site trained campers with Nation Building
Social Cohesion and ………These workshops were
interactive, practical and fun.
Highlights of the camp
A performance by the upcoming band called
based in Stellenbosch
Tour to the Water Front and Two oceans Aquarium
Motivational Talks from Pride Factor Team ,Yvone Mavhono – Hopes and Home
Youth Club Members on the first flight every
Closing Ceremonies on the last day, stage performances, acts
Team Spirit from staff members and campers.
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For more insight visit our Facebook page on the fun and memorable highlights on SAAYC
Facebook
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SAAYC CAMP 2017 PICTORIAL
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Spread The Love Organisation has long begun to make an impact on communities
by allowing young people to participate in its many programmes to live positive lives.
We strive at all times to provide the best possible service to all our beneficiaries.
Our dream is to build young South Africans to be better people in the world. We will
continue to promote performing art and education in our communities because
education is the key to success.
We know not all of them will be successful in their education but some of them can
live a successful life by their talents & again not all of them will go to university/ colleges
to be engineers or doctors but others can make a living by singing, dancing, talking
etc. We wish to establish a cultural village with a home, studio & theatre, to develop
rural areas & to give the community a platform to be exposed to information,
knowledge & we will surely open up doors for
more employment. We wish to have this
organization sustained beyond our lifetime &
continue developing young people. The
upliftment
thereof
will
bring
utmost
satisfaction.
Mr Motsamai Thaba
▪ It’s a Non-Profit Organization
It’s was
established in 10-10-2010
▪ Registration: STL shall be considered and
treated as fully registered in terms of the NonProfit Organization Act, 1997 (NPO ACT 71 0F
1997) from its incorporation in terms of the same law forward Registration
Number: 092-954-NPO
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AIMS AND OBJECTIONS FOR SPREAD THE LOVE ORGANISATION

➢ Foster and develop art in our
society;
➢ Promote art in our schools
➢ Educate our community about
theatre;
➢ Educate our community about
crime and its effects;
➢ Educate the community about
health and related issues;
➢ Promote tolerance between
youth;
➢ Provide platform for unleashing
talent in the community

➢ Teach about
and promote
the spirit of art
and culture in our community;
➢ Create and enhance the spirit
of trust and co-operation
amongst members and supporters
of the organization;
➢ Help in development and
improvement of all-round life
qualities and enhance the full
participation in the communitybased activities in the youth
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MEET THE TEAM PLAYER :SKHUMBUZO MZIZI (MENTOR)
My Name is Teenage Skhumbuzo Mzizi , a 24 year old male from the Free State (QwaQwa). I
am in a position of Public Management N6 Diploma in progress
with Maluti TVET College, currently studying with the University of
South Africa (UNISA) Higher Certificate in Archives and Records
Management.
I am writing this note to express my journey with SAAYC and I
hope it will motivate you to be a part of SAAYC family, a SAAYC
member or take part in our programmes
The first time I heard about SAAYC was when I was in high school.
I’ve been going to the organisation to play games when I was
young, but I did not have full details about it. I made an
appointment with the SAAYC programmes manager Mr Abel Ndaba to make inquiries about
programmes they had to offer. He told me about
all SAAYC programmes then that is when I
became familiarized with SAAYC. I dropped my
curriculum vitae for any opportunities that might
be at the Centre, then surprisingly I got a call from
Mr Abel Ndaba, SAAYC Projects Coordinator
where he invited me for an interview for the
facilitator position, to facilitate ABSA Ready to
Work Programme and Design Squad Global.
Towards the end of my contract, I became a volunteer on for SAAYC programmes because I
was in love with the organisation. I had an awesome relationship with SAAYC officials and it
was a hands-on experience because I worked with different people who always came at
SAAYC Centre Makeneng.
On the left is an image of a
tournament I organised. I planned and
organised the school tournament
where I was targeting young kids to
take part in school activities because I
saw a weakness in young people who
smoke in the streets and end up
getting involved in criminal activities, where they are not participating in schools. I went back
to them and encouraged them to take part in the school activities. The tournament took

place at Mohale Primary School and it was great. SAAYC makes an impact to change the
lifestyle of the young coming generation to participate in school activities.
Indeed, I did enjoy volunteering at SAAYC because I always learnt new things from different
people who are coming at Centre.
During my volunteering period, another opportunity for New Venture Creation Level 2
Facilitator came by and I applied because I was competent to the requirements and skills
because I was from the ABSA Ready to work programme where I was also a facilitator.
In this picture it is when I was facilitating 50 learners who were participating in the New
Venture Creation Level 2.

It was so challenging and at the sametime motivating to facilitate youth with different age
at this young age I am, but with good relationship with Saayc Staff things were possible
because they were always there for me. I did work extremmely well with them. Indeed with
SAAYC anyone is is living his/her dreams
I am currently volunteering in the office of Program Manager where I am still learning and
assisting on how to run a centre, duties and responsibilities of a good manager, I am working
as mentoring clerical to compile Mentoring Report and other relevant Documents and
submit them to SAAYC Head Office Monthly.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

EVENTS
SAAYC

AGM

13 April 2018

Smangaliso Birthday with mentors 28 April 201
North West- Bouma Cultural Festival - Revolutionary Arts
Production
28 April 2018

